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Recently, Kofke1 has derived the following expression
for the acceptance probability of swaps between two parallel-
tempering replicas of inverse temperaturesb8.b @see Eq.
~10! of Ref. 1#:
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Equation~1! is derived under the assumption that the heat
capacity of the system is almost constant and equal toC ~in
units of the Boltzmann’s constant! on an inverse-temperature
interval containing the valuesb and b8. It is also assumed
that the sampled space is the phase space, which contains
both the momentum and the position coordinates. If only the
~d-dimensional! configuration space is considered, the heat
capacityC must be replaced byCV5C2d/2, the potential
contribution to the heat capacity.

Standard properties of the Euler’s gamma and beta func-
tions together with the substitutionu5k/~11k! lead to the
following equivalent formulation of Eq.~1!:
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where R5b8/b.1 and whereB(C11,C11) denotes the
respective Euler’s beta function. ReplacingC with C21 in
Eq. ~2!, one obtains the so-called empirical incomplete beta
function law, which is Eq.~22! of Ref. 2. Since the replace-
mentC°C11 does not change the asymptotic properties of
Eq. ~2! in the limit C→`, it follows that Eq.~10! of Ref. 1
correctly predicts theC21/2 loss of efficiency upon the in-
crease of the heat capacity~or dimensionality! of the
sampled system. More precisely, to obtain a nonzero and
nonunity limiting probabilitypP(0,1) in the limit C→`,
one must decrease the ratioR upon increasingC according to
the lawR511aC /C1/2, with aC chosen such that2
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asC→`, Eq. ~2! above and Theorem 2 of Ref. 2 give
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In the Introduction of Ref. 2, Predescu, Predescu, and
Ciobanu have asserted that Kofke’s result does not accu-
rately predict the loss of efficiency in parallel tempering
simulations with the increase of the heat capacity or dimen-
sionality. In view of the above-presented analysis, their as-
sertion is incorrect. However, their conclusion has been
based on analysis of Eq.~12! of Ref. 1, which, upon setting
B[1/R'12aC /C1/2 and letting C→`, indicates that
p̄acc(C) diverges to1`. This improper behavior is largely
due to an unfortunate typographical error3 in the formula as
given in Ref. 1. Although correction of this error eliminates
the divergence ofp̄acc(C) for C→`, the limiting behavior is
still not correct. This is because the formula was developed
to describe howp̄acc decreases with increasing dimensional-
ity; accordingly, it is written for a limit taken at constantB.
Moreover, it does not attempt to get the behavior correct for
B near unity. Therefore it cannot be used to quantify the
constant-p loss of efficiency with increasing dimensionality
in parallel-tempering simulations. In this regard a more use-
ful asymptotic formula is
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This relation is applicable forC→` limits taken either at
constantB or constantp̄acc. In the former case, asymptotic
expansion of the error function yields Eq.~12! of Ref. 3,
while in the latter case the behavior is consistent with Eq.~5!
and the limiting law forB(C) given above.

The author is grateful to Dr. C. Predescu for very helpful
correspondence regarding this Comment.
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